Emmanuel Hudson
Emmanuel (24) was born and raised in Mississippi, but his large family of 8 moved to Atlanta in
1998. As a child, his natural ability to entertain was prevalent while in school easily winning over
their classmates with his dancing, comedy, and rapping. His talent and mischievous nature gained
him both notoriety and reprimand, as evidenced by Emmanuel attending four different high
schools before his 2009 graduation. Older brothers Matthew and Okeffe encouraged Emmanuel
to pursue his comedic aspirations through creating skits that highlighted his many talents.
In January 2012, Emmanuel as a part of a duo (EP Hudson) received his big break when he
shared the video for the catchy and hilarious song, "Ratchet Girl Anthem," on YouTube. In a
matter of months, the popularity of the video has led to a record deal with Archive Entertainment
and an album, “LOL;” nationwide performances and a variety of special appearances.
Currently, Emmanuel is enjoying coverage in local and national media outlets such as BET "106
and Park and Ebony magazine, conducting nationwide performances and appearances, and a
rotating spot on Streetz 94.5 "The Morning Grind" morning show. Currently, the song has over
200 million YouTube views and 70,000 iTunes downloads.
In January 2014, the duo released the first ever full-length parody mixtape “Ratchet Du Soleil” to
rave reviews. In just under a month the project had over 500,000 downloads. In addition to
touring, exploring TV development deals, and guest starring roles on "The Rickey Smiley Show,"
Emmanuel has also scored roles in MTV2 "Nick Cannon Presents: Wild 'N Out," the Rain Forest
film "Ride Along" starring Kevin Hart and Ice Cube, hosting Vevo's new game show "Guess the
Video," and the ABC network series "Nashville.”
Atlanta, GA
Facts
1. Second	
  youngest	
  of	
  8	
  bothers.	
  
2. Inspiring	
  hip-‐hop	
  artist.	
  
3. Dance	
  Machine	
  	
  	
  
Up Next:
My third season of WildnOut.
Stand up
Independent Films
Shirt – M
Pants- M/ 34x32
Hat – Large/8.5

